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Notes : 1. All questions carry marks as indicated. 

             2. Solve Any Three Question from Six Question 

 

Q.1.a. Describe with neat sketch; 1) Air preheater, 2) water level indicator    (06) BTL3 

        b. Draw the layout of thermal power plant. Explain function of important component.             (07) BTL2 

OR 

Q.2.a.  What are the factors affecting the selection of a boiler. Also differentiate between a water tube boiler and a fix tube  
              boiler.            (06) BTL1.3 

       b.  Explain the construction and working of Economiser with neat sketch.    (07) BTL2 
 

Q.3.a.  Deduced the expression for the draught produced by natural draught system in height of hot gases column.  

                          (07) BTL3, 
        b. 4Defined Evaporation capacity, Equivalent Evaporation and Boiler efficiency.    (06) BTL1,2 

                                    

OR 

Q.4. a. Explain Draught system  and its types with neat sketch.       (06) BTL2,3 
        b.Define boiler draught and show that condition for maximum discharge through chimney is 

            given by:        
𝑻𝒂

𝑻𝒈
= 𝟐(

𝒎𝒂+𝟏

𝒎𝒂
)         (07) BTL1,3  

 

Q.5.a. Explain with neat sketches, Topping cycle and bottoming cycle used in cogeneration systems.  (06) BTL2 

        b. Write short note on (a) coal- handling (b) Ash handling.      (07) BTL3 

OR 

 

Q.6.a. Explain cogeneration principle with its type        (06) BTL1,2 
        b. Write short notes on 1) Bubbling fluidized bed boiler. 2) Circulating fluidized bed boiler  (07) BTL3 

 

 

Q.7.a.  Discuss the effect of irreversibilities on nozzle efficiency with the help of a T–s diagram.  (06) BTL1,3 

       b.  Define metastable state and degree of supersaturation. What are the effects of supersaturation flow? (07) BTL2 

          

OR 
Q.8.a. Explain with the help of neat sketch. Working of single stage impulse turbine. Sketch pressure velocity variation    

            along the axis of the turbine.          (06) BTL3 

       b. What is governing of steam turbine? What are its types? Explain any one of them.    (07) BTL3 

 

Q.9.a. Define the term "Degree of Reaction" as applied to reaction turbine. Show that for a Parson's reaction turbine,               

            the degree of reaction is 50%.         (06) BTL 

        b.  In thermal power plant steam is supplied at a pressure of 30 bar and temperature 300ºC to turbine and expanded            
              to 5 bar. The steam is then reheated to 300ºC at constant pressure and then expanded to low pressure turbine to            

              0.5 bar. Find the efficiency of cycle with and without reheating.      (07) BTL5 

OR 
Q.10.a. Describe the various method of compounding in an impulse turbine with help of neat sketches.  (06) BTL4 

        b.  In a De laval impulse turbine steam issues from nozzle with velocity of 1200 m/s. The Nozzle angle is 20º. The 

mean blade velocity is 400 m/s. Inlet and outlet angles of blades are equal. The mass of steam flowing through the turbine 

per hour is 1000 kg. Calculate: 
1) Blade angle            (07) BTL5,6 

2) Tangential force on blade 

3) Relative velocity of steam entering the blade. 
4) Power developed. 

5) Blade efficiency 



Take blade velocity coefficient = 0.8 

 

 
 

 

Q.11.a. Types of Condenser. Explain Evaporative condenser       (06) BTL3 

         b.  Write short notes on cooling Towers with neat sketch.       (07) BTL3 

OR 

Q.12.a. Why does an ejector type jet condenser not require a water extraction pump? Explain.   (06) BTL4 

         b.  Why condensation process is necessary in thermal power plant. State the sources of air in condenser and  
  explain the construction and working of a surface condenser.      (07) BTL3,4 

 

 

 

Best of Luck
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Notes : 1. All questions carry marks as indicated. 

             2. Solve Any Three Question from Six Question 

 

Q.1.a. What are the factors affecting the selection of a boiler. Also differentiate between a water tube boiler and a fire tube  

            boiler. Classify the different types of boilers.       (06) BTL2, 3 

         

OR 

Q.2.a.  What is mounting and accessories of a boiler plant? Enlist them. State the function of fusible plug. (06) BTL1.3 
       b.  Explain the construction and working of Economiser with neat sketch.    (07) BTL2 
 

Q.3.a.  Defined Evaporation capacity, Equivalent Evaporation and Boiler efficiency.    (06) BTL1,2 

        b. Deduced the expression for the draught produced by natural draught system in height of hot gases column.  

                          (07) BTL3,4                       
             

OR 

Q.4. a. Explain Draught system  and its types with neat sketch.       (06) BTL2,3 

        b.Define boiler draught and show that condition for maximum discharge through chimney is 

            given by:        
𝑻𝒂

𝑻𝒈
= 𝟐(

𝒎𝒂+𝟏

𝒎𝒂
)         (07) BTL1,3  

 
Q.5.a. Explain with neat sketches, Topping cycle and bottoming cycle used in cogeneration systems.  (06) BTL2 

        b. Write short note on (a) coal- handling (b) Ash handling.      (07) BTL3 

OR 
 

Q.6.a. Explain cogeneration principle with its type        (06) BTL1,2 

        b. Write short notes on 1) Bubbling fluidized bed boiler. 2) Circulating fluidized bed boiler  (07) BTL3 

 

 

Q.7.a.  Discuss the effect of irreversibilities on nozzle efficiency with the help of a T–s diagram.  (06) BTL1,3 

       b.  Define metastable state and degree of supersaturation. What are the effects of supersaturation flow? (07) BTL2 

          

OR 

Q.8.a. Explain with the help of neat sketch. Working of single stage impulse turbine. Sketch pressure velocity variation    
            along the axis of the turbine.          (06) BTL3 

       b. What is governing of steam turbine? What are its types? Explain any one of them.    (07) BTL3 

 

Q.9.a. Define the term "Degree of Reaction" as applied to reaction turbine. Show that for a Parson's reaction turbine,               
            the degree of reaction is 50%.         (06) BTL 

        b.  In thermal power plant steam is supplied at a pressure of 30 bar and temperature 300ºC to turbine and expanded            

              to 5 bar. The steam is then reheated to 300ºC at constant pressure and then expanded to low pressure turbine to            
              0.5 bar. Find the efficiency of cycle with and without reheating.      (07) BTL5 

OR 

Q.10.a. Describe the various method of compounding in an impulse turbine with help of neat sketches.  (06) BTL4 

        b.  In a De laval impulse turbine steam issues from nozzle with velocity of 1200 m/s. The Nozzle angle is 20º. The 
mean blade velocity is 400 m/s. Inlet and outlet angles of blades are equal. The mass of steam flowing through the turbine 

per hour is 1000 kg. Calculate: 

1) Blade angle            (07) BTL5,6 

2) Tangential force on blade 

3) Relative velocity of steam entering the blade. 

4) Power developed. 
5) Blade efficiency 



Take blade velocity coefficient = 0.8 

 

 
 

 

Q.11.a. Types of Condenser. Explain Evaporative condenser       (06) BTL3 

         b.  Write short notes on cooling Towers with neat sketch.       (07) BTL3 

OR 

Q.12.a. Why does an ejector type jet condenser not require a water extraction pump? Explain.   (06) BTL4 

         b.  Why condensation process is necessary in thermal power plant. State the sources of air in condenser and  
  explain the construction and working of a surface condenser.      (07) BTL3,4 

 

 

 

Best of Luck
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CO601.1 Study the thermal power plant process, Boiler and its mountings and accessories. 

CO601.2 Draught classification and its Analysis, Performance of steam generators. 

 

Q.1.a. Define Steam Generator. Explain with neat sketch a steam boiler for locomotive, clearly explaining the draught    
            system used.            (10) [BTL 1,2] 

OR 

Q.2. Explain Boiler Mounting and Accessories and Enlist them. Explain working of Economiser with neat sketch.  

             (10) [BTL 2] 

 

Q.3.  State the advantage of artificial draught over natural draught. Deduced the expression for the draught produced by 
natural draught system in height of mm of water.        (10) [BTL 2,5] 

OR 

Q.4.a.   A 40-m high chimney is discharging flue gases at 3500C, when the ambient temperature is 30oC. The 

quantity of air supplied is 18 kg per kg of fuel burnt. Determine  

i) draught produced in mm of water. 

ii) Equivalent draught in meters of hot-gas column. 

iii) Efficiency of the chimney if maximum temperature of artificial draught is 1500C, the mean specific heat of 

flue gases is 1.005 KJ/kg k 

iv) The temperature of chimney gases for maximum discharge in a given time and what would be the 

corresponding draught in mm of water produced.       (10)  [BTL 6] 
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CO601.1 Study the thermal power plant process, Boiler and its mountings and accessories. 

CO601.2 Draught classification and its Analysis, Performance of steam generators. 

 

Q.1.a. Explain Boiler Mounting and Accessories and Enlist them. Explain working of Economiser with neat sketch.  

             (10) [BTL 2] 

OR 

Q.2. Explain with neat sketch a steam boiler for locomotive, clearly explaining the draught system used. Define Steam     
        Generator.       (10) [BTL 1,2] 

 

 
Q.3.  State the advantage of artificial draught over natural draught. Deduced the expression for the draught produced by 

natural draught system in height of mm of water.        (10) [BTL 2,5] 

OR 

Q.4.a.   A 40-m high chimney is discharging flue gases at 3500C, when the ambient temperature is 30oC. The 

quantity of air supplied is 18 kg per kg of fuel burnt. Determine  

i) draught produced in mm of water. 

ii) Equivalent draught in meters of hot-gas column. 

iii) Efficiency of the chimney if maximum temperature of artificial draught is 1500C, the mean specific heat of 

flue gases is 1.005 KJ/kg k 

iv) The temperature of chimney gases for maximum discharge in a given time and what would be the 

corresponding draught in mm of water produced.       (10)  [BTL 6] 

            

  

 



KDK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, NAGPUR 

Sixth Semester (Mechanical Engineering) 

Second Sessional Exam 

Session 2018-19 

Energy Conversion – I 

 

1. a) Explain the supersaturated flow through nozzle.        5 (BTL 2 ) 

    b) Define nozzle efficiency using enthalpy entropy diagram. What are the effect of frictional losses  5 (BTL 1,2 ) 

         in a nozzle. 

OR 

2. a)  Dry saturated steam at a pressure of 11 bar enters a convergent divergent nozzle and leaves at a pressure of 2 bar. If 

the flow is adiabatic and frictionless, determine. 

i) The exit velocity of steam. 

ii) Ratio of cross-section at exit and that at throat. 

Assume the index of adiabatic expansion to be 1.135.        5 (BTL5  ) 

b) Steam at a pressure of 15 bar and dryness fraction 0.97 is discharged through a convergent divergent nozzle to a back 

pressure of 0-2 bar. The mars flow rate is 9 kg/ kwh. If the power developed is 220 kw, determine. 

i) Throat pressure. 

ii) Number of nozzles required if each nozzle has a throat of rectangular cross-section of 4 mm x 8 mm. 5 (BTL 5,6 ) 

 

 

3. a) Explain working principle and applications of cogeneration systems.      5 (BTL2,3  ) 

    b) Explain with neat sketches, bottoming cycle used in cogeneration systems.     5 (BTL  2) 

OR 

4. Write short note on (a) coal- handling plant (b) Ash handling plant.      10 (BTL 2,3 )



KDK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, NAGPUR 

Sixth Semester (Mechanical Engineering) 

Second Sessional Exam 

Session 2019-20 

Energy Conversion – I 

 

1. a) Define nozzle efficiency using enthalpy entropy diagram. What are the effect of frictional losses  5 (BTL 1,2 ) 

         in a nozzle. 

    b) Explain the supersaturated flow through nozzle.        5 (BTL 2 ) 

 

OR 

2. a)  Dry saturated steam at a pressure of 11 bar enters a convergent divergent nozzle and leaves at a pressure of 2 bar. If 

the flow is adiabatic and frictionless, determine. 

i) The exit velocity of steam. 

ii) Ratio of cross-section at exit and that at throat. 

Assume the index of adiabatic expansion to be 1.135.        5 (BTL5  ) 

b) Steam at a pressure of 15 bar and dryness fraction 0.97 is discharged through a convergent divergent nozzle to a back 

pressure of 0-2 bar. The mars flow rate is 9 kg/ kwh. If the power developed is 220 kw, determine. 

i) Throat pressure. 

ii) Number of nozzles required if each nozzle has a throat of rectangular cross-section of 4 mm x 8 mm. 5 (BTL 5,6 ) 

 

 

3. a) Explain working principle and applications of cogeneration systems.      5 (BTL2,3  ) 

    b) Explain with neat sketches, bottoming cycle used in cogeneration systems.     5 (BTL  2) 

OR 

4. Write short note on (a) coal- handling plant (b) Ash handling plant.      10 (BTL 2,3 )
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CO601.1 Study the thermal power plant process, Boiler and its mountings and accessories. 

CO601.2 Draught classification and its Analysis, Performance of steam generators. 

 

Q.1.a. Define Steam Generator. Explain with neat sketch a steam boiler for locomotive, clearly explaining the draught    
            system used.            (10) [BTL 1,2] 

OR 

Q.2. Explain Boiler Mounting and Accessories and Enlist them. Explain working of Economiser with neat sketch.  

             (10) [BTL 2] 

 

Q.3.  State the advantage of artificial draught over natural draught. Deduced the expression for the draught produced by 
natural draught system in height of mm of water.        (10) [BTL 2,5] 

OR 

Q.4.a.   A 40-m high chimney is discharging flue gases at 3500C, when the ambient temperature is 30oC. The 

quantity of air supplied is 18 kg per kg of fuel burnt. Determine  

i) draught produced in mm of water. 

ii) Equivalent draught in meters of hot-gas column. 

iii) Efficiency of the chimney if maximum temperature of artificial draught is 1500C, the mean specific heat of 

flue gases is 1.005 KJ/kg k 

iv) The temperature of chimney gases for maximum discharge in a given time and what would be the 

corresponding draught in mm of water produced.       (10)  [BTL 6] 
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CO601.1 Study the thermal power plant process, Boiler and its mountings and accessories. 

CO601.2 Draught classification and its Analysis, Performance of steam generators. 

 

Q.1.a. Define Steam Generator. Explain with neat sketch a steam boiler for locomotive, clearly explaining the draught    

            system used.            (10) [BTL 1,2] 

OR 

Q.2. Explain Boiler Mounting and Accessories and Enlist them. Explain working of Economiser with neat sketch.  

             (10) [BTL 2] 
 

Q.3.  State the advantage of artificial draught over natural draught. Deduced the expression for the draught produced by 

natural draught system in height of mm of water.        (10) [BTL 2,5] 

OR 

Q.4.a.   A 40-m high chimney is discharging flue gases at 3500C, when the ambient temperature is 30oC. The 

quantity of air supplied is 18 kg per kg of fuel burnt. Determine  

i) draught produced in mm of water. 

ii) Equivalent draught in meters of hot-gas column. 

iii) Efficiency of the chimney if maximum temperature of artificial draught is 1500C, the mean specific heat of 

flue gases is 1.005 KJ/kg k 

iv) The temperature of chimney gases for maximum discharge in a given time and what would be the 

corresponding draught in mm of water produced.       (10)  [BTL 6]  
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Q.1.a. Explain with neat sketches, Topping cycle and bottoming cycle used in cogeneration systems.  (05)BTL2 

 

OR 

 
        b. Write short note on (a) coal- handling (b) Ash handling.      (05)BTL1,3 

 

 

 

 

Q.2.a.  Discuss the effect of irreversibilities on nozzle efficiency with the help of a T–s diagram.  (05)BTL4 

 

OR 

 

       b.  Define metastable state and degree of supersaturation. What are the effects of supersaturation flow? (05) BTL1,3 
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First Sessional Examination (2021 - 22) 

Max. Marks: 20                                                                                                                   Subject: Energy Conversion - I 
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CO601.1 Study the thermal power plant process, Boiler and its mountings and accessories. 

CO601.2 Draught classification and its Analysis, Performance of steam generators. 

 

1. The formation of scale boiler leads to 

a. decrease in efficiency of boiler 

b. increase in efficiency of boiler 
c. increase in heat transfer 

d. decrease in maintenance of boiler 

2. The boiler in which the tubes are surrounded by hot gases is 

called as 

a. fire tube boiler 

b. water tube boiler 

c. both a. and b. 

d. none of the above 

3. Which of the following boiler is best suited to meet the 

fluctuating demand of steam....... 

   A.Locomotive boiler 
   B.Lancashire boiler 

   C.Cornish boiler 

   D.Babcock and wilcox boiler 

4. Size of boiler tubes is specified by 

   A.Mean diameter and thickness 

   A.Inside diameter and thickness 

   C.Outside diameter and thickness 

   D.Outside diameter and inside diameter 

5. Lancashire boiler is a........ 

   A.Stationary fire tube boiler 

   B.Internally fire tube boiler 

   C.Horizontal boiler 
   D.All of the above 

6. Thermal efficiency of well maintained boiler will be of the 

order...... 

   A.30% 

   A. 45% 

   C. 55% 

   D. 90% 

7 The natural draught in the steam generator depends upon 

a. the air condition outside the chimney 

b. the temperature of exhaust gases 

c. both a. and b. 
d. none of the above 

8. How is the natural draught produced for exhaust gases? 

a. by using fan 

b. by using chimney 

c. by using gravity 

d. none of the above 

9. What is the purpose of using economizer in the boiler? 

a. to heat feedwater by utilizing heat from exhaust gases 

b. to heat feedwater by utilizing some heat from superheated 

steam 

c. to superheat steam 

d. none of the above 
10. What is the function of an air preheater? 

a) It increases the temperature of air before it enters the 

furnace 

b) It increases the temperature of hot gases before they are 

released into the atmosphere 

c) It reduces the temperature of hot gases before they are 

released into the atmosphere 

d) It improves the quality of steam by mixing it with hot air 

11. What is the function of Blow down valve of a boiler? 

a) To remove sludge 

b) To build sediments 
c) To remove Flue gas 

d) To remove ash 

12. What is the function of fusible plug in the boiler? 

a) Protect the fire tube 

b) To trip on overload 

c) To act as a junction switch 

d) To maintain pressure 

13. What is the function of safety valves in the boiler? 

a) To prevent excessive steam pressure 

b) To prevent excessive air pressure 

c) To prevent water pressure 
d) To prevent from rising temperatures 

14. What happens due to high temperature of feeds water in the 

economizer? 

a) Fuel consumption increases 

b) Fuel mechanical efficiency increases 

c) Fuel consumption decreases 

d) Fuel mechanical efficiency decreases 

15. What is the function of superheater in the boiler? 

a) Increase the temperature of steam 

b) Reheat the steam 

c) Superheat the feed water 

d) To heat the fuel gas 
16. Why boiler draught is most essential part of the thermal 

plants? 

a) Serves combustion by supplying ample amount of air 

b) Helps in maintaining air ventilation 

c) Required to maintain constant air flow 

d) Stabilizes the boiler system 

17. By what is natural draught produced? 

a) Air duct 

b) Chimney 

c) Locomotive exhaust 

d) Air blower 
18. When is artificial draught preferred? 

a) When quick evacuation of flue gases is required 

b) When we choose large power plant systems 

c) When draught produced by chimney is not sufficient 

d) When there are many components inside the boiler 

19. What type of boiler is a Lamont boiler? 

a) Forced circulation 

b) Natural circulation 

c) Over-through 

d) Positive forced circulation 

20. What type of boiler is a Benson boiler? 

a) Super critical boiler 
b) Fire tube boiler 

c) Natural circulation boiler 

d) Over-through boiler
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CO601.3 Steady of various Fluidized bed boiler and working principle of Cogeneration plant. 

CO601.4 Steady the working principle of Nozzles and Steam turbines. 

 

1. Equipment used for pulverizing the coal is: 

a) hopper   b) Stoker 

c) Ball mill  d) Electro static precipitator 

2. Example of overfeed type stoker is 

(a) chain grate (b) spreader 

(c) travelling grate  (d) all of the above 

3 Gravitational separator works on the principle of __________ 

a) Size of particulate  b) Shape of particulate 
c) Weight of particulate  d) Color of the particulate 

4.  What is the most effective advantage of gravitational 

separators? 

a) They consume no power 

b) They just need small amount of space for operation 

c) They are cost effective 

d) Time taken for operation is very less 

5. Which principle does cyclone separator use? 

a) Gravitational force  b) Vortex velocity 

c) Inertia        d) Temperatures of air 

6.  What is the use of wet scrubber in the dust collection? 
a) Remove flue gas 

b) Remove Scales on the furnace surface 

c) Remove the dust that has the moisture content 

d) Remove pollutants 

7.  What is the function of sizer in coal handling? 

a) To separate the coal depending on size 

b) To check the amount of fuel that is supplied 

c) To pick the coal of required size 

d) To divert the coal flow into different burners 

8. A plant producing both, electrical power & process heat 

simultaneously is? 
a) Cogenital plant  b) Cogenerial plant 

c) Cogeneration plant d) Conglomerate plant 

9. Which of these is not considered economical for cogeneration? 

a) a high fraction of electric to total energy 

b) a low fraction of electric to total energy 

c) a low fraction of total energy to electric energy 

d) none of the mentioned 

10.  The substance used as bed in fluidised bed reactors is also 

known as _________ 

a) Particulate Solid material 

b) Distributed Solid material 

c) Packed Solid material 
d) Segregated Solid material 

11. The critical pressure ratio of a convergent nozzle is defined as 

(a) the ratio of outlet pressure to inlet pressure of nozzle 

(b) the ratio of inlet pressure to outlet pressure of nozzle 

(c) the ratio of outlet pressure to inlet pressure only when mass 

flow rate per unit area is minimum 

(d) the ratio of outlet pressure to inlet pressure only when mass 

flow rate = c 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

          

 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

          

 

 

 

 

12. The effect of considering friction losses in steam nozzle for the 

same pressure ratio leads to 

(a) increase in exit velocity from the nozzle 

(b) decrease in exit velocity from the nozzle 

(c) no change in exit velocity from the nozzle 
(d) increase or decrease depending upon the exit quality of steam 

13. The effect of considering friction in steam nozzles for the same 

pressure ratio leads to 

(a) increase in dryness fraction of exit steam 

(b) decrease in dryness fraction of exit steam 

(c) no change in the quality of exit steam 

(d) decrease or increase of dryness fraction of exit steam 

depending upon inlet quality 

14. In case of impulse steam turbine 

(a) there is enthalpy drop in fixed and moving blades 

(b) there is enthalpy drop only in moving blades 

(c) there is enthalpy drop in nozzles 

(d) none of the above 

15. The modern steam turbines are 

(a) impulse turbines (b) reaction turbines 

(c) impulse-reaction turbines (d) none of the above 

16. In what aspect does the nozzle make changes? 

a) Temperature  b) Volume 

c) Pressure  d) Density 

17. Nozzle efficiency is described as....... 

   A.Isentropic heat drop/useful heat drop 

   B.useful heat drop/isentropic heat drop 
   C.saturation temperature/supersaturation temperature 

   D.supersaturation temperature/saturation temperature 

18. The critical pressure ratio for initially dry saturated steam 

is....... 

   A.0.528      B.0.546 

   C.0.577     D.0.582 

19.  The ratio of exit pressure to inlet pressure of maximum mass 

flow rate per area of steam through a nozzle when steam is initially 

superheated is 

(a) 0.555  (b) 0.578 

(c) 0.5457  (d) 0.6 

20. Nozzle efficiency is described as....... 
   A.Isentropic heat drop/useful heat drop 

   B.useful heat drop/isentropic heat drop 

   C.saturation temperature/supersaturation temperature 

   D.supersaturation temperature/saturation temperature
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Notes : 1. All questions carry marks as indicated. 

             2. Solve Any Three Question from Six Question 

 

Q.1.a. Define ‘Steam Generation unit’. What are the advantages of high pressure boiler.    (06) 

        b. Explain the construction and working of Benson boiler with neat sketch.       (07) 

OR 

Q.2.a.  Describe with neat sketch; 1) Air preheater, 2) Feed check valve      (06) 

       b.  Explain the construction and working of Economiser with neat sketch.     (07) 
 

Q.3.a.  Explain Draught system  and its types with neat sketch.        (06) 
        b. Deduced the expression for the draught produced by natural draught system in height of hot gases column. (07)                       

             

OR 

Q.4. a. Defined Evaporation capacity, Equivalent Evaporation and Boiler efficiency.     (06) 
        b.Define boiler draught and show that condition for maximum discharge through chimney is 

            given by:        
𝑻𝒂

𝑻𝒈
= 𝟐(

𝒎𝒂+𝟏

𝒎𝒂
)          (07)   

 

Q.5.a. Explain with neat sketches, Topping cycle and bottoming cycle used in cogeneration systems.   (06) 

        b. Write short note on (a) coal- handling (b) Ash handling.       (07) 

OR 

 

Q.6.a. Explain cogeneration principle with its type         (06) 
        b. Write short notes on 1) Bubbling fluidized bed boiler. 2) Circulating fluidized bed boiler   (07) 

 

 

Q.7.a.  Discuss the effect of irreversibilities on nozzle efficiency with the help of a T–s diagram.   (06) 

       b.  Define metastable state and degree of supersaturation. What are the effects of supersaturation flow?  (07) 

          

OR 
Q.8.a. Explain with the help of neat sketch. Working of single stage impulse turbine. Sketch pressure velocity variation    

            along the axis of the turbine.           (06) 

       b. What is governing of steam turbine? What are its types? Explain any one of them.     (07) 

 

Q.9.a. Define the term "Degree of Reaction" as applied to reaction turbine. Show that for a Parson's reaction turbine,               

            the degree of reaction is 50%.          (06) 

        b.  In thermal power plant steam is supplied at a pressure of 30 bar and temperature 300ºC to turbine and expanded            
              to 5 bar. The steam is then reheated to 300ºC at constant pressure and then expanded to low pressure turbine to            

              0.5 bar. Find the efficiency of cycle with and without reheating.       (07) 

OR 
Q.10.a. Describe the various method of compounding in an impulse turbine with help of neat sketches.   (06) 

        b.  In a De laval impulse turbine steam issues from nozzle with velocity of 1200 m/s. The Nozzle angle is 20º. The 

mean blade velocity is 400 m/s. Inlet and outlet angles of blades are equal. The mass of steam flowing through the turbine 

per hour is 1000 kg. Calculate: 
1) Blade angle             (07) 

2) Tangential force on blade 

3) Relative velocity of steam entering the blade. 
4) Power developed. 

5) Blade efficiency 

Take blade velocity coefficient = 0.8 
 



 

 

 
Q.11.a. Types of Condenser. Explain Evaporative condenser        (06) 

         b.  Write short notes on cooling Towers with neat sketch.        (07) 

OR 
Q.12.a. Why does an ejector type jet condenser not require a water extraction pump? Explain.    (06) 

         b.  Why condensation process is necessary in thermal power plant. State the sources of air in condenser and  

  explain the construction and working of a surface condenser.       (07) 
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Q.1.a. Define ‘Steam Generation unit’. What are the advantages of high pressure boiler.    (05) 

        b. Explain the construction and working of Benson boiler with neat sketch.       (05) 

OR 
Q.2.a.  Describe with neat sketch; 1) Air preheater, 2) Feed check valve      (05) 

       b.  Explain the construction and working of Economiser with neat sketch.     (05) 
 

Q.3.a.  Deduced the expression for the draught produced by natural draught system in height of hot gases column. (05) 

        b. Explain Draught system  and its types with neat sketch.                            (05) 
        

OR 

Q.4. A 40 m height of chimney discharging flue gases at 3500C, when the ambient temperature is 300C. The quantity of air 

supplied is 18 kg/kg of fuel burnet. Determine: 
1) Draught produced in mm of water 

2) Equivalent draught in metres of hot gas column 

3) Efficiency of chimney, if minimum temperature of artificial draught is 1500Cand the mean specific heat of hot flue gas is 
1.005 KJ/kg K  

4) The percentage of heat spent in natural draught system, if the net calorific value of the fuel is 30600 KJ/kg, and 

5) The temperature of chimney gases for maximum discharge in a given time and what would be the corresponding draught 

in mm of water produced.           (10)   
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CO601.3 Steady of various Fluidized bed boiler and working principle of Cogeneration plant. 

CO601.4 Steady the working principle of Nozzles and Steam turbines. 
 

Q.1.. Explain working principle and applications of cogeneration systems. Explain with neat sketches, Topping cycle and bottoming cycle  

        used in cogeneration systems.           (10) [BTL 1,2] 

OR 

Q.2. Write short notes with neat sketch. (Any Two) 

1) Bubbling fluidized bed boiler. 2) Circulating fluidized bed boiler. 

3) Coal Handling System. 4) Ash Handling System.        (10) [BTL 2] 

Q.3.  Steam at a pressure 11bar and 0.9 dry is expanded through a convergent-divergent nozzle . The pressure of steam leaving the nozzle   

         is 0.9 bar. Find the velocity of steam at throat for maximum discharge and take n = 1.113. Also find area of exit and the steam if throat  

         area is 1.2 m2. Assume flow is isentropic and there are no friction losses. .      (10) [BTL 2,5] 

OR 

Q.4. Steam at a pressure of 15 bar and dryness fraction 0.97 is discharged through a convergent divergent nozzle to a back pressure of 0-2         

        bar. The mars flow rate is 9 kg/ kwh. If the power developed is 220 kw, Determine. i) Throat pressure. ii) Number of nozzles required  

        if each nozzle has a throat of rectangular cross-section of 4 mm x 8 mm. iii) If 12% of the overall isentropic enthalpy drop reheats by  

        friction the steam in divergent portion find the cross section of exit rectangle.    (10)[BTL 6] 
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3) Coal Handling System. 4) Ash Handling System.        (10) [BTL 2] 

Q.3.  Steam at a pressure 11bar and 0.9 dry is expanded through a convergent-divergent nozzle . The pressure of steam leaving the nozzle   

         is 0.9 bar. Find the velocity of steam at throat for maximum discharge and take n = 1.113. Also find area of exit and the steam if throat  
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Q.4. Steam at a pressure of 15 bar and dryness fraction 0.97 is discharged through a convergent divergent nozzle to a back pressure of 0-2         

        bar. The mars flow rate is 9 kg/ kwh. If the power developed is 220 kw, Determine. i) Throat pressure. ii) Number of nozzles required  
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